WASHINGTON STATE UTILITIES AND TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION
621 Woodland Square Loop S.E., Lacey, Washington 98503
PO Box 47250, Olympia, WA 98504-7250
(360) 664-1222

This permit authorizes the following operations under the provisions of RCW Title 81:

Mason County Garbage Co., Inc.
d/b/a Mason County Garbage
P O Box 787
Shelton, WA 98584

Certificate No.
G000088

SOLID WASTE COLLECTION SERVICE in Mason County.

GARBAGE COLLECTION SERVICE in Mason County, Excluding biomedical waste.

TO THE EXTENT THAT THE AUTHORITY GRANTED IN THIS ORDER DUPLICATES ANY AUTHORITY PREVIOUSLY GRANTED OR NOW HELD SHALL NOT BE CONSTRUED AS CONFERRING MORE THAN ONE OPERATING RIGHT NOR SHALL ANY DUPLICATING RIGHTS BE AVAILABLE FOR PURPOSES OF TRANSFER.
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WASHINGTON UTILITIES AND TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION

By

NOTE: A copy of this permit MUST be carried in each vehicle being operated under this authority.